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Abstract

Objectives: To understand how illness narrative master plots may be expressed and associated together and to determine how stories are used to demonstrate the psychological benefits of exercise rehabilitation.

Design: A subtle realist paradigmatic position was assumed which utilised a hermeneutic phenomenological methodology.

Setting: Two community centres within the UK.

Participants: A purposive sample of 10 individuals with MS (7 female, 3 male) were included. Individuals were eligible if: (a) they had undertaken at least 8 weeks of an exercise rehabilitation trial, (b) if they were older than 19 years, and (c) could understand English.

Intervention: Participants had undertaken at least 8 weeks from a 12-week cycle ergometer randomised control rehabilitation trial. The trial varied the exercise intensity experienced by participants.

Main Outcome Measure: A single semi-structured interview with six sub-sections that included elements related to emotional regulation. A categorical content narrative analysis was undertaken. The analysis was supplemented by integrating findings from past research studies.
Results: Two themes were identified: (1) Identification of a model of narrative expression. This model establishes how narrative master plots may be associated with each other and broadly represent coping or succumbing responses to the experiences of MS. The transition in expression of master plots is detailed and associated with psychological adaptation to illness (2) The role of physical activity in contributing to psychological benefits of exercise rehabilitation identified through narrative expression. This research highlighted a dominant process of narrative master plot expression from detective, to didactic and then heroic master plot.

Conclusion: The research has developed a new model for understanding the cycles related to dominant master narrative plots. Further work is needed to establish these results and future studies are needed to establish if there is feasible way to use illness narrative within clinical environments.

Trial registration: Trial registration number: ISRCTN89009719.
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1. Introduction

Multiple Sclerosis (MS) impacts the physical, psychological and social wellbeing of about 2.5 million individuals worldwide [1]. Within this population mental comorbidity is nearly three times (OR 2.94, 95% CI: 2.75-3.14) more likely compared to the age and gender matched general population [2]. The most prevalent forms of psychological ill health include depression and anxiety [3-4]. Depression has a prevalence in MS of around 30% and 22% for anxiety [5]. Moreover, the emotional distress experienced by individuals with MS can increase four-fold when symptoms progress, effecting social and psychological functioning [6]. Without doubt considerable psychosocial resources are needed to help individuals cope and adjust to the impact of MS [7].

A central process to enable positive coping and psychosocial adaptation is the ability to access, master and reintegrate meaningful activities, roles, and relationships [8-9]. This is especially important given that the ability to obtain satisfaction from meaningful behaviours is significantly reduced in individuals with MS compared to age matched controls [10]. The mastery of such behaviours will be associated with positive emotions and a better ability to cope thereby promoting mental well-being [11]. Indeed, the ability to adopt an optimistic view has been associated with reduced depression, reduced negative affect but also increased positive affect and better adjustment [1]. This adoption of an optimistic view could be discerned in some behaviours following MS, one of which is the engagement in exercise rehabilitation. Voluntary engagement in exercise rehabilitation demonstrates a positive stance towards the deteriorating effects of the illness. It also establishes a personal effort to battle against the MS related symptoms [12]. Participants with MS who engage in exercise rehabilitation could be seeking to self-regulate their own behaviour and improve perceived control over their circumstances [11, 13, 14]. Further it has been previously identified that group participation promotes a shared appraisal of illness [15], elicits common strategies of emotional regulation [16] and is associated with improvement in positive affect and perceived personal
competence [17]. Thus, it is likely that such benefits experienced within the exercise groups help generate and enable mental well-being and broader psychological growth [8] for individuals with MS. This would potentially indicate that they have initiated a hopeful response towards the illness accessing agency and pathways to allow hope [18] to be established through exercise, but also establish hope by embracing what has happened, as against feeling hopeless [12, 19]. Maintaining mental well-being and hope is likely enhanced by establishing an ability to cope and this may be created through a coping cycle that counters the effects of loss from the impact of the disease progression and symptoms [20]. Research is required to establish if such a process exists following engagement in exercise rehabilitation and understand the value for people with MS.

The ability to experience hope and establish coping strategies or experience hopelessness and succumb to the effects of illness can be captured by the patient’s illness narrative. Illness narratives reflect stories told by patients about their experience of an illness, the story often has a plot that is identifiable and recognisable by others containing a beginning, middle and end [21]. The stories told by people with MS have been associated with common ‘master' plots [19]. These stories to some extent represent a shared experience of an illness for people with MS [22]. Illness narrative master plots reflect experiences that can be separated by the focus they have on the individual’s response to the loss or change that has occurred and the subsequent processes involved in adaptation. Master plots which reflect an initial psychological adaptation response (as captured by state and phase models of illness adjustment [23]) to the identification of illness change and loss, possibly at diagnosis, or during an exacerbation of symptoms. These master plots include; (a) plots that represent shock and an inability to comprehend the loss, (b) plots that seek full restoral of life as it used to be before the illness (restitution master plot) and (c) plots which illustrate the irreversible damage and hopelessness of the situation (chaos master plot). Other master plots illustrate the opportunity to navigate and (re)interpret the impact of loss, this includes realising the personal need for information regarding the illness, as well as the response to that need in a more active (an individual process that is undertaken) or more passive way (receiving information only from others) [9]. These master plots include; (a) plots which illustrate searching/receiving information regarding the illness diagnosis and prognosis named the detective narrative and (b) plots which illustrate the expression of information learnt through the experience and information gathering named the didactic narrative.

The final group of master plots illustrate a process of finding meaning [24] and coming to terms [22] with the present effects and impact of loss. They vary by their emotional response to loss, the ability to acknowledge and embrace loss as well as the ability to cope and find hope in the present and future circumstances [19, 22]. These master plots may include; (a) an inability to embrace, accept or reflect on the impact of illness, namely the restitution narrative and chaos narrative, (b) an ability to embrace circumstances and find value and meaning resulting from the loss, these include the supernatural narrative and quest narrative and (c) an ability to identify and use effective strategies to overcome the difficulties faced, these narratives are called heroic. Despite this classification of illness narratives, research has not established how narrative master plots may be expressed together within a cycle of ongoing psychological adaptability. Additionally, how any particular response may be maintained within a group of people who take up exercise rehabilitation. Specifically, if the benefits attributed to exercise
rehabilitation reflect past suggestions of self-regulation and emotional regulation, personal competence and shared appraisals of illness. Thus, the dual aim of this research was to; (1) understand how illness narrative master plots may be expressed and associated together and if there are specific cycles that help maintain a more dominant master plot (2) determine how stories are used to demonstrate the psychological benefits of exercise rehabilitation.

2. Methodology

A hermeneutic phenomenological qualitative approach was undertaken. This design is positioned within the subtle realist paradigm [25]. Traditional reporting is assumed according to the COREQ guidelines for reporting interview studies [26]. Analysis of findings is enhanced by integrating past literature into the present findings. The purpose of this is affirm and critique the common realities identified by the expression of narrative master plots.

2.1 The qualitative researcher

Semi-structured interviews were done with all patients by one researcher, AS, white male, aged 30 years. At the time of the study AS had 3 years post-doctoral experience using qualitative approaches and past training in qualitative methods. The group had no previous interaction or relationship with AS. They were told of the aim of the research through an information sheet and the purpose of the interview by another researcher (JC) who assisted their exercise rehabilitation program. Researcher JC invited people with MS to be interviewed between week eight and twelve of an exercise rehabilitation programme.

2.2 Setting and context

Interviews were conducted in two locations: a rehabilitation centre in Oxfordshire and a MS Society location in London. Both settings were selected because participants were already attending the locations and this reduced participant burden (i.e., travel and time). The interviews took place in a quiet room at both locations convenient for individuals and enabling access. Participants were identified from trial (Trial registration number: ISRCTN89009719). The trial [27] included 61 participants. The median Barthel index for this group was 19 with a range of 13-20. The mean and standard deviation for the fatigue severity scale was 4.6±1.1 and for the SF-36 was 58.6±16.9. This clinical trial involved random assignment to bi-weekly 20-minute exercise sessions on a static cycle for 12 weeks with assignment to one of three intensity groupings.

2.3 Sampling strategy

Purposive sampling of individuals who had undertaken at least 8 weeks of the exercise rehabilitation class was undertaken. Participation was not restricted based on types of MS, duration of disease, age, gender or socioeconomic backgrounds. Individuals were excluded if they were less than 18 years old and could not understand English or provide written consent.
2.4 Ethical approval

Ethical approval for the qualitative study was obtained from the Department of Physiotherapy at the University of Birmingham [12].

2.5 Data collection methods

Semi-structured interviews (Supplementary File Appendix A) were conducted. The interview guide comprised of six sub-sections exploring: the illness, hope, exercise, control, information and interaction. These sections were based on expert opinion and a-priori theory [12, 16, 19, 22, 28]. The concepts included were relevant to psychological adaptation which underlie different narrative master plots [22, 29] and relate to emotional regulation [11, 16, 28]. No changes were required in the question guide following preliminary data collection.

2.6 Analysis and Sample Size Considerations

Five stages were undertaken. All recorded interviews were transcribed verbatim. Stage 1 included a framework analysis was used which groups verbatim responses in previously established illness narrative master plots [19, 22]. Stages 2 included an initial process of grouping the verbatim responses within each plot by particular considerations; (a) the definition of the plot, (b) how physical activity related to this plot, (c) the association of this narrative plot to other plots and (d) the factors that influence this narrative plot. Stage 3 reduced and focused the content by; (a) considering the narrative plots with the most clear and extensive consideration from the interviews or common realities expressed participants. Stage 4 refined information from stage 3 and integrated past literature (supplementary file Appendix B) to allow agreed consideration of the common narrative plots. This allowed critical consideration of the common master plots, a greater focus on the results obtained and as a result achieved greater information power [30]. This provided justification to our sample size and utilisation of additional literature to gain information power. Stage 5 identified a critical consideration of the association between the different common plots, this information was then juxtaposed [31] and considered it could represent a model; the narrative model was based on the model of hope enablement which reflects a coping and succumbing response to illness. Finally, a line of argument synthesis [31] was made to suggest how, based on current understanding the expression of common master plots are associated with underlying psycho-emotional concepts.

2.7 Trustworthiness

Trustworthiness is considered by the use of reflexivity (see below), a completed modified COREQ guideline assessment (Supplementary File Appendix C) and an audit trail with each stage of analysis is given in (Supplementary File Appendix D). The use of past literature was intended as a synthesis technique which would establish if the representation of the common realities were accurate and if they should be critiqued further. The purpose was exam past literature within the scope of the current results, the purpose was not to consider any alternative findings.

2.8 Patient and public involvement

Patients were not involved in the development of this study.
3. Results

A purposeful sample of 10 patients (7 female, 3 male) consented to participate in this research study. Patients were diagnosed with secondary progressive MS (N=6) and relapsing remitting MS (N=4). The patient’s average age was 55.7 years (age range 44-69 years) and average time since diagnosis was 17.4 years (time range 5-40 years). Table 1 provides demographic details of these individuals. These demographic details are summarised along side verbatim quotes including participant, gender, number, age, type of MS and time with diagnosis; e.g., PF1 61 SP 27. Stages 4-6 was supported by past literature that included 4 research studies that considered illness narratives [32-35] and 5 research studies that considered the experiences of exercising [14, 36-39).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant gender and number</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Type of MS</th>
<th>Time since diagnosis (years)</th>
<th>Marital Status</th>
<th>Work status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PF1</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>SP</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>Retired</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF2</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>SP</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Divorced</td>
<td>Unemployed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF3</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>SP</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>Retired</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM4</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>RR</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>Unemployed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF5</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>RR</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Widowed</td>
<td>Retired</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM6</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>SP</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>Unemployed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM7</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>SP</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>Retired</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF8</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>RR</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>Unemployed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF9</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>SP</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>Unemployed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF10</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>RR</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>Unemployed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table: The demographic details of participants. Note: SP = Secondary Progressive; RR = Relapsing Remitting.

3.1 The expression of the analysis

The results focussed on two main themes: (1) The identification of a model of narrative expression that suggests association between the identified different narrative master plots. (2) The role of physical activity in contributing to psychological benefits of exercise rehabilitation identified through narrative expressions. The supplementary file provides evidence of these expressions i.e. verbatim quotes and definitions of the core narrative types (see Supplementary File Appendix D).

3.1.1 Theme 1: Identification of a model of narrative expression: A model was created which identified how narrative master plots were associated together. The model indicated the presence of a coping and succumbing response to illness [20]. The coping response seemed dominant for the current participants. This response was
represented by three distinct narrative master plots, namely the detective, didactic and heroic master plots. The most common movement in these master plots are considered below.

### 3.1.1.1 The core expressions of searching and learning:

The participants were slowly able to integrate the impact and assimilate meaning of the MS related symptoms through searching for information and learning from experiences. The role of the detective narrative master plot was to identify; (a) what the problem is and what was/is wrong, (b) what do/does the symptoms/illness mean for the individual’s life and (c) what now can be done about it. Pre-diagnosis or near diagnosis, the search for the possibility of hope in medical interventions or supernatural restoration appeared dominant. However, for most this changed. For instance, PF1 61 SP 27 stated: “Early on I just wanted to get better, and I did. But then when I went into secondary progressive…it kept getting worse... I still haven’t come across anyone who’s had secondary progressive who actually [has] come though it and come out of it and [then] led a normal life.”

Following diagnosis, a broader search for what was possible through interventions that could enable, enhance or maintain living appeared more dominant. The process of searching enabled a focus on present and future roles, circumstances and goals. This process assisted and promoted acknowledgement of one’s present situation (which is regarded as essential for mental well-being [9]). But for most in the group it ended with an acceptance that a cure would not be available for them. PM4 56 RR 15 illustrates this process:

> I’ve had a look to see what I can do to help myself, I’ve gone thought the diet routes….I did go for the coat-serum trial... I did put myself forward for that drug trial, it’s the first time I fitted all the criteria.... I have reached the stage now where it is a progressive illness and ... you read about some new treatment or drug...you know it is going to be 5 to 7 years before anyone is benefiting from that.

The didactic narrative master plot appeared to focus on what has been learnt since the first symptom was presented. The learning included an appreciation for the manifestation of the illness and the relative and perceived impact and change caused by the MS. PF9 52 SP 15 Illustrates this journey clearly:

> I was told that I had relapsing remitting MS...soon after…I went to Scotland and I did some mountain climbing...I can remember getting to the top of this mountain and it was quite difficult ...I found it a little strange because I have always been very fit...I found it very very frustrating, but then four years ago I started to get more symptoms and it affects my legs now particularly my, excuse me, my right leg and err, my right leg has just deteriorated quite a bit [PF9]

There were several critical lessons reported: (1) understanding symptoms and learning the benefit and potential in medicine, (2) learning to modify hope from a cure to the possibility (for some this was an unrealistic possibility) of a cure and (3) learning to live with significant and often unpredictable events and adopt self-regulatory processes which facilitated focus on living in the present and adapting to future change [19]. This adaptation and self-regulation aided the ability to initiate, maintain, regain or restore meaningful roles, activities or interactions.
3.1.1.2 The searching and broad shift in searching: A critical point in an individual’s journey with MS for changing narratives appeared to be the beginning of a search for meaning and understanding of the loss and change that was occurring as a result of MS. Much of this learning was reflected by expressions that detailed coping was possible. This expression was reflected by illustrating that they could overcome challenges presented by the MS related symptoms and that the lessons learnt broadly were that coping could be maintained and this enhanced mental well-being. This learning often reflected a common knowledge about ‘pathways’ (ways to achieve the desired outcome) and often illustrated a common agency when approaching exercise rehabilitation (this includes the motivation and determination to undertake any given exercise rehabilitation task).

Figure 1: The cycle of macro illness narratives told by individuals with Multiple Sclerosis.

The detective, didactic and heroic master plots appeared to represent core narratives that would, for this group, focus on an establish cycle, refined by their own personal learning and experiences. This resulted in a unified narrative expression with regards to how coping strategies were established and used across the groups. The searching and learning cycles influenced psychological adaptation and resulted in stories of the past that included a degree of acceptance towards the change that had occurred. Most participants identified that there was a certain distance to the
lived experience. One reason for this would be the acknowledgement that hope of a cure from treatments wasn’t possible, after repeated cycles of experiencing new treatments without any significant impact or change from them. The master plots that followed the detective and didactic narratives often represented the impact and meaning of lived experiences for individuals in the present. These master plots typically reflected the emotional impact and ability to adapt and cope with the unpredictable nature of the MS related symptoms. These master plots appeared to lead towards a cycle of adapting and coping or a cycle of succumbing. The model of narrative expression (MONE) identifies a single searching and learning process with illustrations of dominant cycles identified by participants in the current group (see Figure 1).

Three specific considerations to the model were observed: first, participants in the current study appeared to have slowly accumulated repeated cycles of searching and learning. Some participants were close to this process and demonstrated a great need for a cure and almost a reliance on the searching process which would eventually give hope. PF9 52 SP 15 stated: ‘I find I get up to date information about what’s happening. And also…I’ve done, research with…a hospital in Cambridge and I have spoken to the girl there…, she interviewed me …and people like that I find that they have more up to date information than my local GP, sadly…it’s a frustrating issue, because, to put it another way I am just bloody minded and I won’t give up.’ A slightly more desperate search for information was presented by PF8 52 RR 5; ‘AS: how have you found the information about your illness? From people, from research, from… P: everywhere, internet, people, doctors…my family, most of them are doctors you know, so I ask all of them…a neurologist…I have two plastic surgeons, and I asked them as well. All the doctors in my family the doctors in [name of country]…with my doctor in [name of country], is more easy [as I can speak to them in my native language]. Everyday, you know, so if I have a call someone to ask [about information relating to her condition] I call all the people and no one helps. Because no one tells you something really, that you can say ahhh, well something nice is going to happen.’

As part of the searching process and detective master plot, a shift in the search-learning cycle seemed to occur for most participants. This was from treatments and focus on a cure for MS towards coping and management of MS. The repeated cycles appeared to provide a greater ability to reflect on what forms of coping are useful to promote engagement with meaningful interactions and activities. This process appeared to reflect a certain ability to be less overwhelmed or emotionally impacted by the uncertain progression of MS related symptoms. PM4 56 RR 15 states:

"Much more effective [than searching for a cure] is learning to cope … I found that getting dressed myself was gradually getting more and more difficult and you are having to adapt your shoes and clothes [to make it easier]…then I reached a point where I needed my mother’s help to get dressed..., because she can do up shoe laces, so you can wear shoes that you haven’t worn for a long time and you can go back to shirts that are difficult to button because she’s going to button them, so err, in a way, I wish I started that earlier."

The heroic master plots often illustrate stories of coping that identified how this group of participants faced the progressive nature of the illness. Heroic acts represented an ability to accommodate the continued loss in a way that
allows functioning to continue. Thus, change in the current group appeared to occur from the hope of being restored or regaining what was lost towards acknowledging that these hopes may not be possible, that other hopes are possible, and that the hope of being able to cope and continue what is valuable is most attainable. This shift in hope is represented theoretically by the movement from expressions linked to the dichotomy of hope (having hope of restoration to having no hope) towards expressions linked to the paradox of chronic illness [40] (the ability to acknowledge one’s present situation and the impact it is having on one’s life is expressed simultaneously as statements, actions and behaviours which demonstrate a want or need to defy the situation [19]).

Second, dual or contrasting narrative master plots were often expressed simultaneously. This reflected most often a dual expression representing a heroic master plot and sad master plot. The dual expression could be seen in the following ways; first, the participants could contrast the sadness at the losses experienced in the present when contrasted to what life used to be like pre-symptoms (including losses in roles or social identities, activities and interactions). This could be expressed alongside an illustration of defiance towards the impact the MS related symptoms has had. For instance, this could include overcoming challenges presented or making no modifications to one’s life style and continuing ‘normal living’ for instance a PF2 51 SP 11 stated:

“I sometimes have my thing, you know I wish things were better, but I know there are not going to be, but I accepted [this] a long time ago… [a member of family with MS] wouldn’t have any help, and I think that is what gave me the fight to say I am not going to give into this”.

Third, losses experienced could influence dignity of living, create a sense of shame and be so great that they could represent that it was futile to work against it. In contrast, many individuals in the current study demonstrated an ability to continue to develop, maintain or renew coping strategies despite the ongoing cycles of loss. The relative loss and impact was observed between participants. For instance, PM6 44 SP 13 stated: “I mean took me about a year to get on top of it, I thought, I have got this, there is nothing they [medics] can do about it, I can cry about it, [that would] get me nowhere so...so [I] just get on with it, that’s it.”. Whereas PF1 61 SP 27 stated seemed to represent the impact further:

‘I kept expecting it to get better, but it didn’t and it kept getting worse. And whatever I could do one year the next year I could do less. And as I say I didn’t want to think I was in secondary progressive because that was too awful because I knew what would happen I knew [that] it was slow disintegration. And I knew it would put a stop, a hold on, well, a complete stop on my life as I knew it. Erm but eventually I had to come to terms with it...I do what I supposed to do and you work hard and you know you do the trials and all sorts of things. But you’re just working hard to stand still or get worse, because its progressive... And so, you just use up a lot of effort to get somewhere that you don’t want to be anyway.’

The heroic master plot appeared to be linked to the sad, tragic or chaos narrative master plots by acknowledging that nothing can be done to change the outcome, rate and uncertainty surrounding the change and deterioration created
by MS. For individuals in the study the meaning of loss appeared to be relative; where the losses are perceived to be large or very recent this narrative would reflect a tragic master plot, where no hope could be found it could reflect a chaos master plot.

3.1.2 Theme 2: The role of physical activity in contributing to psychological benefits of exercise rehabilitation identified through narrative expression: Two clear sub-themes were identified. First, from past literature it was identified participants needed to acknowledge that it was appropriate to participate in exercise rehabilitation. This would occur through the very initial contact with professionals. Once this is established, it appeared apparent that exercise rehabilitation was able to create and promote a dominant cycle that related to coping and overcoming barriers and challenges presented by the MS. Exercise appeared to create a cycle of learning, testing and understanding what functionally is possible and not possible, what one’s limits are in a safe environment and identifying how it can be overcome. Thus, it was apparent that exercise rehabilitation appeared to be associated most clearly with experiences that related to heroic master plot. Thus, it appeared that taking part and engaging in exercise appeared to be fundamentally important for the mental well-being of individuals with MS.

Second, the current results illustrated that repeated exposure to the exercise rehabilitation environment (setting, instructors, peers and others) could generate a positive learning cycle which would evolve pathways to enable coping and maintain agency and resilience against the unpredictable and changing MS related symptoms. The benefits were established through several references to coping practices that were identified. This included; witnessing other patients’ journey’s and the benefits they had identified. This appeared to help create shared appraisals of illness, for instance one participant [36] stated: “If anybody with MS is carrying a load of trouble on their shoulders then they come here, many others have the same problem.” The relatedness with others help provide an agency [18] to the response for instance one participant stated [39] ‘I think because everyone is in the same boat, it stops you from feeling sorry for yourself, feeling oh I can’t do this, you see everybody else getting on with it and it inspires you to try harder.’

The learned generated modification of planning and pacing activities or pathways [18] for coping for instance one participant [38] stated: “I now take care before I do something, I think ‘Can I do it?’ ‘Am I capable of doing it?’ ‘How am I going to be afterwards?’ and therefore live my life along those lines, a lot more stress free”. In the current study the exercise rehabilitation group appeared to help establish several narratives which were didactic in nature this included establishing; (a) safe forms of activity and (b) the limits of activity and the understanding of how energy reserves and the need to pace activities are important. This can be illustrated within past literature for instance one participant [14] stated: ‘you have to find the proper balance…’Do I want to vacuum or do I want to play with my grandkids, because I won’t have the energy to do both”. And (c) roles now possible, activities or interactions that are not possible.

Thus, the exercise group appeared to enable patient led strategies for successful emotional regulation and coping. Exercise also provided a safe environment to establish the possibilities of action, identification of the value in
challenging the illness, reassurance of capability and identification of what is safe, an opportunity to battle against the illness and a positive learning environment. For instance, PF1 61 SP 27 stated: “you always think with MS that, erm, exercise is going to make you tired. But I found that my fatigue levels dropped enormously once I was doing more exercise which seemed totally illogical but its proved it, you know it’s important.” Being able to see and hear from others that support the living out of a heroic narrative master plot.

Other illness narratives associated with exercise should be considered. Exercise can provide an opportunity to focus expressions away from a sad narrative for many reasons for instance; the environment accessed, the support and comparisons available, the group ethos/culture or the gains achieved. For instance, PM7 69 SP 40 stated: “See I’m strong enough to sit up from this chair”. Participation in exercise is an opportunity to overcome the tragic experience. Exercise is also an opportunity to react against the chaos of MS and change what may have previously been considered as a certain situation.

In summary, the exercise group appeared to aid navigation towards an optimal way of living with hope, by enhancing the ability to adapt and cope with MS. The shared appraisals of illness and experiences in the group appeared to provide access to narratives which may most effectively overcome the difficulties with MS. These findings appeared consistent across others studies.

4. Discussion

The current paper identifies a model of narrative expression which relates to the perceptions and experiences in a group of people with MS participating in exercise rehabilitation. This research is able to document the role physical activity has in relationship to the narrative master plots. It is further able to translate past findings about the psychosocial benefits of exercise rehabilitation by examining participants’ narrative expressions. The experiences of participants with MS suggested that exercise is a positive behavioural intervention, which may have benefits akin to other positive psychological interventions. In particular this may include increasing positive emotions, enabling and enhancing the ability to cope and the establishment of emotional regulation. This may provide a protective effect against negative emotions. The results illustrate a need to consider if association between emotion, psychological adaptation and hope exists. The results also provide evidence for a need to understand how narrative expression may change and to understand why this expression changes across the illness experience. The discussion now goes on to consider the transition in narrative expression, the role of the exercise group and factors that can influence the narrative expression within this context.

4.1 The transition in narrative expressions and proposed mechanisms

Individuals were unlikely to express just one dominant illness narrative master plot. Dual narrative master plot expressions that were told often illustrated contrasting views on hope and adaptation. These expressions appeared to be associated with the processes involved with the ability to psychologically adapt to the circumstances faced. However, further details are needed to consider process and change from any dominant singular master plot
expression towards a dual expression and establish the factors which may influence this. The interpretation of loss and expression of narrative master plots may change in a similar way to emotions, i.e. they are time limited and elicited by specific events [28] that are relatively perceived or hope, in that they are influenced by various psychosocial factors [41]. To understand this further it is possible that narrative master plots can be examined by assessing psychological adaptation, hope and emotional well-being [29]. This is important, because research is needed which can consider the ability to change certain master plots which may represent a reduced mental well-being, like the hopelessness identified within the chaos narrative master plot or holding out for a total reliance and hope on a medical cure as identified within the restitution narrative master plot. Past research has been able to illustrate this association; denial (adaptation related response) has been reported to have a positive association with emotion related responses, namely with anxiety (r = 0.4) and depression (r = 0.39) in newly diagnosed people with MS; in contrast acceptance was negatively associated with depression (r = -0.38) and anxiety (r = -0.21) [42]. This supports the current findings, which suggests that emotions generated by understanding the impact and meaning of MS may drive, or have a greater impact on the expression of master plots pre-acceptance. However, past evidence has also documented that several coping strategies are adopted by people with MS and the current results illustrate that the heroic master plot likely reflects coping strategies commonly adopted by people with MS including planning and pacing, reframing situations, maintenance of dignity or acceptance [29]. For instance, a recent study illustrated that people with MS who face progressive decline choose to think in a positive way and ‘reset’ what they consider a normal living [43]. This supports the suggestion that effective coping is involved in a more positive narrative cycle and that it is used in order to maintain psychological well-being and be protective against succumbing illness responses.

The results identify that there is a group of individuals with MS who benefit from a group exercise environment as a way of establishing emotional regulation and hope. Exercise appears to supports the different categories of self-management (medical symptoms management, role management and emotional or psychological management) and is considered a much-needed approach to self-management, however it is currently not established for people with MS [44].

The change in expression of different narrative master plots are likely influenced by several psychosocial and environmental mechanisms. The current results identified six mechanisms: (1) Acceptance has been associated with a decrease in negative emotions [42], as such this will likely lead individuals towards an ability to both recognise a need to take action and begin a search-learning process. This is considered essential for psychological adaptation in people with MS [9]. One value of acceptance has been identified as the reduction in need or want to defy or resist the experience of change generated by MS [29]. It is likely that an exercise group provides this and enhances an individual’s emotional response modulation [16, 28]. (2) The exercise group provided an opportunity to challenge the adaptation and appraisal of the MS and its impact. Positive re-appraisal [29] has been associated with emotional regulation. Positive reappraisal of one’s situation likely occurred alongside membership of the group. This occurs by adopting similar attitudes and values to that of the group, normally by shifting their own values [8]. For instance, the exercise group likely provided knowledge of the benefits of exercise and movement, most notably in relationship to
fatigue, a source of worry for individuals when planning or pacing their day [45]. (3) Self-efficacy appraisals, self-esteem and perceived control [8] are often identified mechanisms of positive change for mental well-being. The exercise rehabilitation group likely benefited the sources of self-efficacy that have a direct impact on mental well-being for individuals with MS46. The process of searching and learning within the exercise rehabilitation group likely leads to a perception of personal competence, a sense of purpose and self-efficacy in the management of MS. Personal competence is essential to the resilience of individuals with MS [43] and to building self-efficacy [17]. This is likely achieved through group encouragement and social comparison. (4) Exercise participation allowed people with MS to focus on what they are still able to do within a planned and paced way. This provided a continuation of some ‘normality’. A sense of normality is considered important as it can act to prevent individuals focusing on a pre-determined and limited future often experienced by people with MS [9]. Thus, the exercise rehabilitation group likely provides coping that enables self-reliance and avoids dependence on others, including providing experiences of independence, maintenance of dignity and resilience [29]. (5) The exercise rehabilitation group environment likely provided an opportunity for sharing experiences with related others who can transfer affection [28] and perceived support. This perceived support may provide a distracting focus for individuals and prevented rumination due to the group environment. This has been identified as acting to prevent emotional regulation1 [6, 28]. (6) Positive emotions are likely generated from being in a meaningful and purposeful environment due to the reciprocal relationship of emotions and meaningful activities being undertaken [11]. Further to this, participation in exercise may have a positive impact on mood for instance walking has been associated with increased vigour and improvements in total mood scores [47] or dual improvement of fatigue and depression [48].

4.2 Psychosocial factors which may influence movement in illness narratives

Current results and proposed mechanisms (above) have indicated that movement in narratives can occur. Several factors may be involved with this movement. First, emotions are associated with the chaos narrative and may prevent any psychological distance from an MS related event [19] and create an inability to cope. Indeed, negative affect has been negatively associated with resilient behaviours and an individual’s ability to cope [17]. Thus, temporal emotional fluctuations likely change narrative expression. However, it is also possible to experience moments where acknowledgement and hope are perceived, despite loss. One reason for this could be that in the temptation to despair provides the birth of hope [49], so that following the emotional expressions related to chaos it’s possible to acknowledge life is not over, thus bring the focus on the loss/es from the past towards focus on the present and future. Second, the relative meaning of the MS related loss and an individual’s ability to reframe the loss likely influences emotional regulation. The inability to acknowledge the present circumstances may inhibit the perceived need to undertake the search-learning processes. In addition, emotional suppression [16, 28] could impact individuals with MS and the potential for hidden expressions must be considered. For instance, to express despair can be frowned upon or be perceived as socially unacceptable [50]. Third, the current results identified the importance of particularised hopes and the need for agency and pathways [18]. It is likely the exercise rehabilitation group benefited particularised hopes however finding ways to effective goals setting may be important to movement in narratives [41]. Programs that can accommodate those with moderate disability symptoms are important, this is due to the increasing potential impact of fatigue and emotions from the symptoms of MS [46] on exercise
participation. Indeed, research has shown that those individuals with MS who have a greater perceived disability are likely to experience greater depression and deteriorations in mental well-being [51]. Fourth, hope within the restitution narrative is often focused on a concrete and material, physical or functional outcome. The ability to be restored needs to be widened. For instance, it could consider a psychosocial, spiritual and role related restoration. The exercise group likely impacts on broader psychological constructs like isolation and a sense of belonging [52]. Fifth, the detective narrative is likely adopted when the individual with MS who was once more of a passive recipient of information, becomes an individual with an active interest in learning and understanding what their goals could be. Finally, the words of encouragement used by health care professions influence the individual’s ability to cope [53]. The value of social support from others across time is particularly important in this for preventing depression and anxiety in people with MS [51], as well as promoting hope [41].

4.3 Implications

The implications are considered within the Medical Research Council process evaluation framework [54]. Primarily this research suggested that sharing narratives in an exercise rehabilitation context promotes mental well-being by enabling stories which promote coping as part of a particular cycle of master narratives. This cycle is dominated by the detective, didactic and heroic master narratives. This implication may be most appropriate for similar cohorts of individuals. It is important to consider that some individuals with MS may not want to be associated with exercise rehabilitation groups and future work needs to establish, how this may be overcome and when and if such groups would be useful.

Self-regulation may be assisted by; (a) considering stories which are implicitly heroic in nature and are defined by the representation of coping strategies [29] and (b) promoting agency to undertake activities and the pathways that show how continuation despite loss is possible. This is taken from Snyder’s hope theory [18] which focuses on particularised hopes and may be captured by a related scale [55]. Alternatively, goal setting and establishing meaning and purpose may help mental well-being as part of the exercise provision [53]. Further to this, shared decision making should be considered a useful way to enable patients to consider goals [52]. A simple tool which captures psychological adaptation and hope [56] alongside emotions (captured by the circumplex model of affect [57]) would likely capture psychological well-being in individuals with MS [29] and represent narrative master plots. Used across time, it may also capture how narrative master plots transition from one to another [58]. Further to this research is needed that can capture the transition from a primary narrative master plot expressions to dual master plot expressions. Mixed methods approaches to research may be needed to fully capture such processes.

4.4 Limitations

The integration and understanding of the role of physiological processes is limited currently. The heterogeneity of studies used for comparison was limited. There was limited consideration for the impact the environment, setting, culture or instructor had on the illness narratives. There was limited consideration to the impact and willingness to provide socially unacceptable narratives and views by the exercise group must be acknowledged. Current research has not been able to understand the value across different types of MS or stages with the illness or by other factors.
like the EDSS scores [59]. Further research is needed to consider this. The optimal exercise dose for people with MS is currently not known [60] and people with different fitness levels may respond differently. The participant’s religious or cultural affiliation may impact the results. For instance, a religious group may enhance the individual’s opportunity to reinterpret the experience of loss as a service to a higher purpose or ability to be brave in the face of a situation [61]. Disability symptoms and years since diagnosis or exacerbation in symptoms may moderate the impact of exercise on emotion and mood. Recent review evidence has identified this for the benefits of exercise on depression in people with MS [60]. The sample may be self-selected and limited in terms of; (a) an increased ability to undertake exercise in accordance with the trial [27], (b) a greater agency and motivation towards exercise, (c) more positive perceptions of exercise and (d) a limited prevalence of mood disorders possibly due to the limited variation of personality traits [62]. The barriers to exercise need to be considered within the context of the results. For instance, the time devoted to attending an hour group, the experience of fatigue and the political recognition of exercise and relative importance of exercise to the participant impact on its use [52].

5. Conclusion
The current research has been able to increase the understanding of narrative expression in relationship to positive psychological components that are influenced by an exercise group. The research has established a new model that provides unique insight to illness narratives. Further research is needed to establish how the initiation of a group exercise process.
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